1. **Articles**

We use **an** before singular nouns starting with vowels (a-o-e-u-i) like (apple – olive – elephant – umbrella – ice)

While we use **a** before other singular nouns starting by a consonant like (a door, a plane... etc.)

---

2. **Read and match**

- An apple
- A rabbit

---

3. **Choose and write:**

Choose and write:

- a – an
- A – An

---

4. **Choose and write:**

Choose and write:

- a – an

1. It’s _____ elephant.

2. I see _____ bird.

3. She is ____ pretty girl.

4. He eats _____ ice cream.

5. It took me _____ hour to finish my project.
We use the article (a & an) for indefinite singular nouns. But, we use the article the for both definite singular & plural nouns like (the books and the apples)

Example:- I saw a new building in Kuwait City. The building looks amazing.
I read an interesting story yesterday. The story is about an adventure in the jungle.

Fill in the spaces using the suitable article (a, an, the):

Dana and her family live in ____ big house. There are four bedrooms, ___ big kitchen, three bathrooms, ___ garage and ___ amazing garden. In ____ morning, they usually have their breakfast in ____ garden. They like to enjoy ____ sunshine. Dana eats ___ apple every morning to be healthy. In ___ garden, there is ___ small table with six chairs. Dana and her sister like to wait for ____ school bus there. They drive about half ____ hour to reach the school. Dana will learn English, Arabic and science today. In ____ English class, they will have ____ new project about zoo animals. She brings some toys like ____ lion, ____ elephant, ____ tiger and ____ owl to share with her friends. She feels so excited to finish the project with her team.
Read and copy:

They live in an igloo.

They live in

They

Reorder words to form a sentence:

good - He - is - a - boy

eat - I - an - egg - everyday

elephant - saw - We - an - the zoo - in

She - storybook - a - reads - evening - in the
Words that should start with a capital letter are names of people, countries, cities, days, months, languages and famous celebrations.

Examples: - Nasser, Haya, Bahrain, Syria, Sunday, Friday, April, June, Barcelona, English, Eid Al-Adha, ....etc.

Find and re-write words that should start with a capital letter:

- chinese
- tuesday
- cinema
- french
- qatar
- december
- huda
- people
- egypt
- bayan

**Tuesday**

Start with a CAPITAL letter. A – B – Q

End with full stop or question mark

Bahrain is a small country.

A) Punctuate the following:

1. Fatma and Ali study in Italy

2. Where are my English books

3. I have a new friend from America
Barcelona is a famous football team.

Write a sentence with the help of the guide words and pictures:

(go – Brazil)

(speak – Arabic)

Write a sentence:
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